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The formal unification of field and spaoe variables

was used in some r-cent papers. First of all one must menti-

on the papers by D.Volkov'" who used tide approach to

conetruot the phenomenological Lagrangians for Goldetone

particles. Later on V.Ogievetsky and B.SokatcheT^have

shown the symmetry supergroup in supergrarity can be rea-

lised naturally by means of transformations mixing field

and space variables, F.Berezin* •* pointed out that there

exists a formal analogy between electromagnetic field rfa
At

and ooordinatee X ,

To turn these formal indications of the symmetry bet-

ween field and space variables into a complete picture one

«met answer the following questions.

1• How one must formulate the quantum field theory if

the field and space variables are not distinguished a pri-

ori?

£• When the space variables can be separated from the

field variables?

3* How one can use the new formulation of QPT to ob-

tain new results or to simplify essentially the proof of

old results?

The main aim of this paper is to answer the first and

second questions. The answers are known to me for a long

time. The reason of the present publication is that I can

give now at least a partial answer on the third question*

At the end of the paper the supergravity will be analysed '

with the aid of the new formalism. The more detailed ana-

lysis of aupergra-ity will be given in the forthcoming

papers*

She main results of this paper were presented in the



talk at the conference devoted to the group-theoretical

methods in physics (Zvenigorod, 1979)*

She paper is organised as follows* Section 1 oontains

some mathematical results concerning add!tire funotionala on

the epaoe surfaces• In Seotion 2 we answer first and second

questions mentioned above. For simplicity we disease in

details only the ease when all variableJ oomnute. (It is

worthy to note that the field variables corresponding to

fermion field are antioommuting. Hence if the field and

space variables are on an equal footing we must coneider the

anticoanuting space variables too. Thus the consideration of

the fields on the superspaoe is very natural in our approach)*

At last in Seotion 3 we use the considerations of preceding

section* to construot the action in supergravlty.



Section 1. Additive funetionals,

Let ue consider a functional T defined on n-dir

meneional surfaces in Z -dimensional eaolidean space

С . (Here and later the term "surfaoe" denote* oriented

bounded continuously differentiable surface)• We say that

the functional / ie addltita if for erery surfaoe /

consisting of non-overlapping pieces /
d
 and

hare

The simplest examples of additive functional* oan be ob-

tained by means of exterior differential forms» Let us re-

member that the exterior differential n-form is defined as

an expression

Л denotes the exterior multiplication!

аХ\ Every n-form u) determines an additive

functional by the formula

More general dass of additive funotionals oan be defined by

the formula

J, *$). ...A
where х(£)*(Х*(£\,. .,**($)) denotes the parameter

equation of the surfaoe / # fat (§*»-•>



. The function

in (3) depends on the point <k € С and on £-dimen-

sional rectors (.<,. . .,С
Л
 . It is convenient to consider

the тес tors i/ ...,**
 a e
 *

n
* columns of ( tx/t) -matrix £_, ;

*
then к must be considered as a function depending on the

point Of с and on the matrix Z, . The functional j (/ J

defined by (3) does not depend on the choioe of parametri-

eation X(§) only if

(4)

for every (nxn)-matrix E having positive deteminant.

The function k{a
t
 L ) satisfying (4) «ill b« called a

n-dlmensional density of rank 1. We see that such a function

determines an additive functional on the space of n-dimen-

sional surfaces. (The formula (3) permits to oalculate

this functional only for the surfaces admitting a global

parametrisation* in general ease «a must divide the surface

/ into pieces /
t
- admitting global parametrisationa

and define т(Г) as a SUB of Tl/J) ). If the condi-

tion (4) is satisfied for arbitrary (nxn)-matrix К we

say that the density A(«.Z ) is oddt then T (-/*)*

• - 1 (I ) where — / denotes the surface obtained

from / by means of orientation reversing* The function

F(: L... L.hlf/H&f*/,....,
,

ry
 -„.. -

l
«-A

will be called the strength of the density A(0
t
 I.) •

• A fa, fj,. . ., irt. ) (see^-* ). Every n-form determines

n-dimensional density; it is proved in^-* that the additive



functionals corresponding to exterior forms are "more con-

tinuous
11
 than the other additive functionals.

Let us consider now the additive functional on the

space of n-dimensional surfaces defined by the formula

To guarantee that the integral (6) does not depend on the

choice of parametrization ЭС($) of the surface / we

mist impose on the function H fa, o\
ti
 v*j) the follo-

wing requirements!

с <;j= M & t

. (8)

Here

(
9
)

the (nxn)-matrix л — \К
g
) bas positive determinant,

/I j * Afy . И»* fxmction A(<*
t
 Cff

t
 •£/,?) obeying

(7), (в) will be called a n-dimensional density of rank 2

We see that n-^dimensional density of rank 2 determines

an additive functional on the space of surfaces which can

be parametrized by means of the function <3Y£J having

continuous derivatives of second order.

The function Д(Л, C\,
t
 Z*,,/) depends on the point

CС and on

where

X -dimensional vectors C~ ~CM?-

, However it is convenient to



со raider the argument of the function A aa a surface

t'. с» >

We say that the parameter equation (11)determines a quad-

ratic surface. (It is essentially to note that we do not

identify the quadratic surfaces coinciding geometrically

but having different parameter equation). The linear repa-

raroetri nation

transforms (11) into the quadratic surface

where С and Гду are given by (9), (10). The quad-

ratic reparametrization

transfroms the surface (11) into the quadratic surface

(by reparametrization of quadratic surface we omit higher

order terms).

We see that the density of rank 2 can be characterised

as a function A defined on the set of quadratic surfaces

and satisfying the following conditions:



1) the function A does not change by quadratic

reparametrization cf quadratic surface;

2) by linear reparametrization (12) of quadratic sur-

face the function A must be multiplied by the determi-

nant of the matrix К « (k ̂ ).

In a similar way one can define the density of rank 0

$,>2.

Let us
4
-* discuss briefly the additive functionale on

the surfaces in euperspace £ having dimension

( *t S ) • (We say that the super space Ььв dimension ( *", «Г )

if it has i commuting (even) coordinates and S anti-

commuting (odd) coordinates). The definitions above can

be extended immediately on this case. The main change is

the following: one must replace always the determinants by

the Berezinians (superdeterminants)• For example the

(p,q)-dimensional density of rank 2 can be interpreted as

a function on quadratic surfaces having dimension (p,q)

(i.e. £ in (11) run over (p,q)-dimensional superspace).

This function must satisfy the conditions above. The (p,q)-

dimensional density determines an additive functional on

the space of surfaces having dimension (p,q).



Section 2. Field-space democracy

In usual formalism of QFT we start from the action

functional

where f(x) =(*/>*&"),.. ., f fa)) is a m-component field

defined on n-dimensional space E
n
 or on a domain in

this space. (For definiteness we assume that the Lagrangi-

an L depends on the first derivatives 0* *f only; how-

ever this assumption is inessential). Let u? consider (m+n)-

dlmensional space Б™*
11
 with coordinates ( fi X ) s

•=. (\D*
t
 tf"

1
 X* ,,.,X

n
). Every field y = jfte) determinee

a n-diraensional surface у s у (JC
 t
. . ., JC J in the space

в"
1
*
11
 . Therefore S can be considered as an additive func-

tional on the n-dimensional eurfaces in В
01
*

0
 . However

the fomrula (1) determines this functional only in the

case when the projection of the surface on the subspace

(0
t
.. .

г
 0.Х*,.. ,

t
X ) is one-one correspondence. It is natu-

rally to askt when the functional S can be extended con-

tinuously on the space of all surfaces? If the Lagrangian

is a polynomial with respect to ^^f one can obtain the

answer using the theorem D of^
5
-». It follows from this

theorem that if the continuous extension exists then the

extended functional corresponds to an exterior n-form, i.e.

S(O-
с

In particular, if L contains (v^, ̂  J with 9^. 2

then the continuous extension does not exist. However if

8 -



L is linear with respect to d^ Ф :

(3)

then the continuous extension of S can be constructed

'easily. Namely the extended functional can be defined by

the formula ( 2 ) where U/ denotes tht n-form

If the Lagrangian is not polynomial with respect to

the derivatives the continuous extension of action can

exist too. For example the extension of the action

(5)

is the string action; see*- -'. (To speak on the continuity

of the functional one must fix the topology in the space

of surfaces; the assertions above reoain correct for wide

class of topologies. In particular one can use the topology

I or the topology II defined in* -О.

It is essentially tc note that usual Lagrengians of

QPT are equivalent to the Lagrangians of the form (3).

By other words always one can use the formalism of first

order. For example the Yang-Kills Lagrangian can be -.vritten

in the form:

where the antiaymmetric tensor I"MI) and vector lj t-ice



values in the Lie algebra of the gau^e group G. This Lag-

rejigian generates an addi tive functional S on the space

of four-dimensional surfaces in ( 10q + 4 )-dimensional

space with coordin
a
tes ( l~*

th
>
t
 OM

t
 X* ) corresponding

to the exterior 4-form. (Here q denotes the dimension

of G ) .

The Lagrangian of gravity can be represented in the

fora

where 4 and /
 M
J must be considered as inde-

*
 A

j
 r
L r? ff

pendent fields, Q^=g
v
r / , rr/ . This Lagrangian

generates an additive functional on the space of four-di-

mensional surfaces in the euclidean space with coordinates

( Q / X )• Tb^
3
 functional corresponds to an ex-

d '
 Ы
Р *

terior 4-form in this euclidean space. (D.Alexeevsky poin-

ted out to me that similar reformulation of gravity was

discussed in ' ' •* ).

Let us consider now an arbitrary additive functional

,J) on the space of n-dimensional surfaces in ? -dimen-

sional euclidean space E . (We do not require the finite-

ness of S on all surfaces). We believe that such a functio-

nal must be a starting point of Q?T. This functional must

replace the usual action functional. The extremals of the

functional S are analogous to the fields satisfying

classical equations of motion.

It is essentially to note that in the frames of per-

turbation theory the approach baaed on the action functio

10



nal defined on the space of eurfaoes and the usual appro-

ach are equivalent. Really, let us suppose that the Poln-

care group P aots in the space E
 r
 • As usual, the ele-

ments of the Poincare group «ill be represented by pairs

( Л, ft ) where /I denotes a Lorentc transformation and

Л is a four-dimensional reotor. We assume that aotion

functional S defined on the space of four-dimensional

eurfaoes lid E is invariant with respect to Poinoare

group* She four-dimensional surface / in E will be

oalled a classical vacuum ±i it is invariant with respect

to Poincare transformations and the translations aot on

/ transitively (i»e. e point at / can be transformed

into an arbitrary point at / by means of translation

(О,а)«:р ). One can check that there oxints a Lorentc

invariant point 1 at the olaesioal vacuum / and there-

fore one oan choose the frame of reference (SC
 f
X

t
 x\X

J
 )

at / in such a way that the action of Poincare group is

given by the standard formula

(the coordinates of the point at / must be defined as

coordinates of the translation transforming the point A

into the point under consideration). Xhe linear represen-

tation of the Lorentz group in the space of vectors at the

point A will be denoted by Г • (The Lorentx transfor-

mations don't change the point A and therefore act in the

space of vectors at the point A ) . The representation £~

«an be decomposed into direot sum of four-dimensional

(vector) representation of the Lorentz group, acting in

II



the tangent space of / , and ( t -4)-dlmeneional represen-

tation which will be denoted by P.

Imposing inessential restrictions on the action

of the Poicare group in E and using well known mathema-

/"87
tical results*

 J
 one can рготе the following assertion:

One can choose such coordinates ( Л^ Ф ) »

• {&°,...
t
X
3

t
 ¥*... ., f*~* ) i n t h e neighbourhood of the

surface / that the action of Poincare group is given

by the formula:

. a) f).
(This assertion is correct if the action of P in E *

is linear, i.e. this action can be considered as linear

representation of P, However, it is sufficient to require

the rationality of the action of the group P).

In the coordinates (JT,\P) the surface which is suf-

Г
fieiently near to / can be represented by the equation

*î = у(*Х)
 t
 The value of the functional AJ on such a

surface can be written as an integral of Lorentz-invariant

bagrangian L. (If the additive functional AJ corresponds

to the density of rank 1, then .

(9)

If дЗ corresponds to the dens.* ty of rank ft then

the Lagrangian L depends on the derivatives of order Л ).

The equation of clasaic
a
l vacuum / in the coordinates

{X, Ф ) is \j> = 0. Only the fields which are near to

the field Ф » 0 are essential in perturbation theory.

С
Therefore one can sey that the action functional ?J and

12



the bagrangian С. lead to identical results in perturba-

tion theory. One can say that in the frames of perturba-

tion theory the coordinates and the fields can be separa-

ted.

If -here exist many classical vacua then for every

classical vacuum / one can construct corresponding Lag-

rangian J~
 r
 and develop^ the perturbation theory using

«It is reasonably to choose the classical vacuum /

in such a way that the field Ф = 0 has minimal energy
/

 T

with respect to Lagrangian C-r- •

It is possible thet the approach based on the apace-

-field democracy leads to new results even for standard

Lagrangians of QPT out of the frames of perturbation the-

ory. However, it is more important that one can construct

in the frames of this approach new action functionals

which seems very artificial in Lagrangian approach. One can

think that the Nature choose the action functionals having

large (infinite-dimensional) symmetry groups. It is natu-

ral to fix the group of transformations and study the ac-

tion functionals on the space of surfaces, which are inva-

riant with respect to this group. The group must be large

enough to guarantee that the invariant action is unique.

(Section 3 contains concrete realization of this idea).

In this connection the following assertions

can be useful. Let i^> be a functional on the space cf

n-dimensionel surfaces in euclidean space £ corres-

ponding to exterior n-form W . The values of thit» func-

tional on the closed surfaces are invariant with respect

to the group G acting in E if and only if the exteri-

or differential of CO of the form w is G-invariant.

If the functional on the space of surfaces corresponding

13



to n-dimeneional odd density of rank 1 is O-invariant on

the closed surfaces then the strength of the density is

G-invariaat too. (To deduce the last assertion one

must not* that the strength of the density can be ex-

pressed through the ralues of corresponding additive

functional on the infinitesimal parallelepipeds. If du)

is 0-invariant then G-invariance of additire functional

ooxresponding to ft) follows from the Stokes theorem»

c s
 л

where 0 is the boundary of "C/ ).

Let us replace now the euclidean space В * by the

sup^rspaoe В ' having dimension ( t
t
 S ). We consi-

der the theory based on the additire functional defined

on the space of surfaces having dimension (n, к )• Then

in the nedghourhood of the classical vacuum this theory is

equivalent to the Lagrangian theory describing fields

defined on (n, k)-dimensional superspaoe and taking values

in ( Z -n, s-k)-dimensional superspace» Therefore one

can say that the dimension of physical space in the the-

ory is equal to n. All considerations above can be ge-

neralised immediately on the theory in superepace.

An additive functional on (n,k)-diraensional surfa-

oes in (r»s)-dimenslonal space can be considered as a re-

parametritatlon invariant action functional on the spaoe of

fields defined on (n,k)-dimensional space and taking values

in (r,s)--dimensional spaoe. Of course, the corresponding

Lagrangian is degenerate. The quantisation of the theory in

our approach can be considered as quantisation of this Lag-

rangian.

14



S e c t i o n 3 . S u p e r g r a v i t y

Го 7

Ogievetsky and Sokatchev
1 J
 hare shown that one oau

consider supergravity as a theory of vector superfield

// (? u
t
 c?) where £ is a real four-dimensional

vector and v is a complex two-component spinor* To des-

cribe the symmetry group of supergravity it ie convenient

to introduce the auxiliary superspace <T with coordi-

nates ( ОС
 г
 v ) where ОС is a complex four-dimen-

sional vector. (The components of vector JC commute

and the components of <Z anticommute. The algebra of func-

tions on С is generated by even (commuting) elements

JC , X and odd (anticommuting) elements v
f
 ff ).

Ogievetsky and Sokatchev consider e supergroup L consis-

ting of supervolune preserving transformations of the form

(Right hand sides of (1) don't depend on X
t
 (s ; in other

words the functions /I . /7 are analytic with respect

to X
t
 V ). The map (1) transforms the field /f in-

TTn
to the field // which can be defined by implicit

formulae

15



These formulae can be interpreted geometrically in the

following way. The field r/ (t @, (/)• determines a

surface in the space С given by the equation:

j f ^ x ^ б, О). о)

The map (1) acting in С transforms this surface

into the surface corresponding to the field rf

Ogievetsky and Sokatchev
1 J
 have constructed an action

which is L-invariant (i.e. invariant with respect to the

transformations (1) ). They have proved that the theory

based on this action is equivalent to supergravity in othsi

formalisms. We will show in this section that there exists

a simple construction of the L-invarlant action in the

frames of field-space democracy.

Thus our starting point is the superspace С with

complex coordinates ( X
 }

 v ). The dimension of this

space is equal to (8,4). We must find the L-invariant addi-

tive functional (action) on the space of surfaces having

dimension (4,4) (i.e. on the supermanifoldfof dimension

(4,4) imbedded in С ). This functional will be determined

with the aid of L-invariant density of rank 2. It will

be convenient to consider the density of rank 2 as a func-

tion depending on quadratic surface and obeying the requi-

rements listed in Section 1. The surface of dimension (4,4)

can be parametrized by means of real four-dimensional vector

16



П and complex spinor r . Using such a parametrizati-

on ire represent the* quadratic surface in the form

+ quadratic terms,

(4)
Qst Q 4j)0+rV+\7iJ + quadratic terms.

'о
 с

Let us note at first that the quadratic surface (4) can be

transformed"' into the surface of the form

ОС*: fl + quadratic terms,

(5)

kr * У + quadratio terms

with the aid of linear reparametrization

and inhomogeneous linear transformation belonging to the

group L

(7)

for almost all values of coefficients in (4).

(The vector and spinor indices in (4) - (7) are omitted.

However one must remember that for instance a denotes a

matrix with vector indices : a = (а
ш
 ). The parity of

coefficients in (4) - (7) is defined by the condition that

all terms in the equation must have the same parity).

In suoh a way it is sufficient to define the L-inva-

riant density on the surfaces having the form (5). (If we

know the density on these surfaces we can restore the values

17



of this density on all quedratic surfaces). One oust stress

that there exist different transformations (6), (7) redu-

cing the parameter equation of surface (4) to the form

(5). By other words there exist such pairs of transforma-

tions (6), (7) that after these transformations the pa-

rameter equation (5) does not change its form. Such pairs

of transformations (6), (7) will be called normal pairs* It

is easy to see that the pair of transformations (6), (7) ie

normal if the coefficients 0, 9 and S vanish,

a - ? , о * r, / n w . B y other words the transforma-

tions

and

(9)

where a = a, det a « det f, form a normal pair. (The con-

dition det a = det f guarantees that the transformation

(9) preserres the supervolume). Of course the quadratic

terms in (5) can change by the action of normal pair of

transformations. In particular if the quadratic surface

(5) ie written in the form

(10)

13



then the term £Г^ if О У turns Into

V-

If Л^/= У
then one can consider yc as an image of Lorents trans-

formation A by the eplnor representation of Lorentz

group. Using that Уб it is a Lorentz vector we

*ee that in the case under consideration

V
If det/ i< 1 we represent *̂ in the form

where det q « 1, /I « (det/ )
1
^

2
 . We see that

where II
й
 denotes the inverse image of q by the spinor

representation of Lorentz group. It follows from (11) and

(13)that

19
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а
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The values of L-invariant density on the surfaces of

the form [S) satisfy the following conditions. Firstly,

these values must be invariant with reepeot to quadratic

reparametrization

/7 + quadratic terras

Jv + quadratic terms

and with respect to quadratic transformations belonging

to the group L

и

+ quadratic term»

+ quadratic terms

fbet us remember that by the transformation of quadratic

surface we omit the terms of order ^ 3 with respeot

to 17
1
)) ). Second, by the action of normal pair of trans-

formations {8 ), ( 3 ) the L-invariant density muet

be multiplied by the Berezlnian of {8 )• To construct a

L-invariant density it is sufficient to find a function

defined on the set of surfaces having the form (S~ ) and

satisfying the conditions above. (It is easy to prove

that such a function can be extended to the L-invariant

density). Let us note that tl?e term £Г^ у О J^

in (/0) does not change by the transformations (/6) and

20



the quadratic reparametrisation change only the real part of

E £ • Therefore it ia naturally to use the imaginary part e*

of S? by the oonetruotion of the function we art in*erea~
XL

ted in. It follows from (M) that the ohange of в* by

the normal pair of transformations ( 8 ), (3 ) is giren by

It follows from (У7) that

The transformation ( 5 ) preaerres the aupervolunt In the

space of dimension (8,4) and therefore

* №
The Beresinlan of the transformation ( 8 ) In the epaoe

of dimension (4,4) is equal to

Oombininc the formulae (.IS), U S ) , {£0) we ••• that

can be obtained from (Me) 'with the aid of mul-

tiplication by the Beresiniaa of (S ). Hence the function

( cte 4 e ) " 1 / 3
 t, defined on the set of surface* of the

fora (S) can be extended to the L-inrariant density* The

additive functional eorrespinding to this density oan be

considered as an action functionaJ of supergrarity. V.Ro*

вапот proved that this aoticm coincide; with Ofleretsky-во-

katohev action*

It is easy to check that the L-inrariant density of

rank 2 is unique (up to a constant eultiplier). fieally, using

the quadratic reparaaetrization {fS") one san eliminate la

21



the equation (10) all real quadratic terns. By means of qu-

adratlo transforfcatlons (/6 ) one oan eliminate all ar*Ly~

tio quadratic terms. These remarks permit to eliminate

all quadratic terms except (&
л
 у б У . for example the

terms

uust be represented in the form

(f-
then the first summand can be eliminated with the aid of

(/6) and the second snmmand - with the aid of (/S~), We

see that the quadratic surface (S" ) oan be transformed

Into the surface

(The reduction of f > * i V V to I' JJ V can be

made by means of (17))•

1 similar aeser tion was prored by Ogieretsky and Soka-

tcheT. If we know the value of the L-inrariant density

on the surface Hi) we ean restore all values of this

density and therefore one oan exist at mast one-parameter

family of li-invariant densities*

It is worthy to note that the surface {$£) is inva-

riant with respect to the action of Poineare group In the

space С . Hence this surfaoe can be considered as a

classioal vacuum In the theory under consideration.

She methods used In this seotion oan be applied in

other oases too(for example, for extended supergravlty)•

The results in this direotion will be presented later ,



I до indebted to J.Bere*±n, 3. Breein, V.Ogieveteky,

V.Homanov, B.Sokatchev, E.Yinberg and D.VolkoT for raluab-

le disotteeione.
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